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Industry 4.0 re-uses Internet of Things (IoT) technology to simplify production chains, simplify deployment, and
make the factory floor more flexible and adaptable. It heavily relies on deterministic networking technology, in
which the network guarantees the information is carried with predefined and predictable delay, regardless of link
quality and the network usage. Current IoT technology builds on best-effort packet switched network, which
introduces variable network delays because of retransmissions and queuing.
In 2016, a new version of the IEEE802.15.4 standard was published. It introduces Time-Slotted Channel
Hoping (TSCH), a new Medium Access Control mode designed for industrial applications. Under TSCH network,
a packet follows a multi-hop path between source and destination. Between some neighbors, when the link is
poor, the same link-layer frame can be retransmitted multiple times. This increases end-to-end delay and jitter.
This poster proposes to enhance the forwarding mechanism: multiple copies of the same packet travel on disjoint
paths through the network. This technique exploits path diversity. Because the first copy that reaches the
destination is the one that counts, Leapfrog Collaboration (LP) lowers end-to- end delay and jitter.
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Leapfrog Collaboration
► Each node on the Leapfrog Collaboration path sends two
copies of the same packet, one to the Default Parent (DP), one
to the Alternative Parent (AP).
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► If a node received a packet already present in its buffer, it
silently drops it (elimination). If, however, the packet is new, it
forwards it to both DP and AP (replication).

► From a TSCH point of view, each node has dedicated cells
scheduled to its DP and to its AP. A node’s sibling also
schedules cells to overhear those cells. If, when listening to
Source
Source
those cells, siblings hear a packet it has not heard before, it
Figure 1: Replication, Elimination and Overhearing. participates in LP as if it had received it from its child.

Performance Evaluation
► We run simulations on Cooja (over Contiki OS), with emulated Zolertia Z12 nodes.
► On the base implementation, we vary the maximum number of link-layer retransmissions: e.g., RT2
means that TSCH implementation will re-transmit at most twice in case no link-layer ACK is received.
► Leapfrog Collaboration reduces the end-to-end delay when compared to the retransmission-based
approaches of IEEE802.15.4-TSCH, i.e., it decreases by up to 28%, 41%, 46% and 54%, respectively.
► Leapfrog Collaboration exhibits low (i.e., 600 ms) and stable jitter throughout the simulation lifetime. It
reduces jitter by up to 58%, 71%, 77% and 84% when compared to RT2, RT4, RT6 and RT8, respectively.

Figure 2: Average end-to-end delay (left) and jitter (right).
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